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Manufacturer documentation:
Request for the technical approval no. /2012 since 27.04.2020;

The product information sheet, 6 sheets;
TechnicaVcertified data sheet, statements 2 sheets;
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2.

Workable standards: basic standard - SR EN 14126:2004
clothes. Performance requirements and trial methods for protecti
agains* tlrc contagious agents

CHOOSE THT', ATLERNATTYE

X

The Procedures and the analyzed results meet the needs and are accepted.
The product is according to the workable specifications.
See

The

test

results(annex 1)

The product is not according to the workable staidards and specifications.

* Valid for the state of emergency period
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Skin
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materials must
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4.2.1 EN 340
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The material is
not life
threatening,
health and work
safety, does not
have a negative
impact on the
environment.

.OEKOTEX
no.1

I

certificate

-

47023 issued

corresponds

by Shirley
Technologies

Limited,
Great Britain
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No.392 from 29.04.2020
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Date z 28-29.04.2020

Product name: Rolled
Produc't quantitg: 3

coat and high boo*

set- Fratrcesca

sets-:.

Manufecture order: SC AIIIN Reeves & Francesca SRL company demand Nicolae
Balcescu bvd. No. 173, Pitesti, Arg€s, registered with no. N2012 as from 27.04.2020.
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I.TESTING RESISTAIICE TO ITAULING
Testing methods: The test was realized according to the EN ISo 13934-l requ

Obtained results: longitudinal- 123 N, sectional _ 76 N
rry

2. TESTING RESISTANCE TO TRAPEZOTD TEARING

i

?

Testing methods: The test was realized according to the EN ISO g}z3-4requirements

is9

Obtained results: longitudinal-33N, sectional

-

20

N

3.TESTING SEAMING RESISTAIICE
Testing methods: The test was realized according to the EN

rso

13935-1

Obtained results: 78 N
4.TESTING THE BREAKTHROUGH/ REJECTION IN RELATION TO

UDS

esting method: the rejection in relation to liquids evaluation was made by 3 methods:
4.1. Accordingto the SR EN ISO 6530 requirements, by using the followi ng: 3 yo
peroxide, 70Yo ethanol and l%o active chlorine;

Obtaineil results: fdr each ofthe 3 solutions there have been resulted the following
parameters:

.

-

Breakthrough parameter: < lyo
Rejection parameter: > 95Yo for 3%operoxide solution with lToactive chlorine and
T0To.ethanol:

4.2.fouring

a couple of testing liquids drops,

with the approximate volume of 0,05 ml,
in order to evaluate the material reaction, according to EN ISO 14419, after 30 seconds;
Obtained results: the liquid spreads over the material, but there is no breakthrough, minimum
ark7.
4.3. the reaction evaluation to hydrostatic pressure, according to the SR EN ISO
811:2018 requirements. The testing was realized on a garment material and on patches.

obtained results: resistance to hydrostatic pressure is >20 kpa
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s.TESTING TIrF CONTAMINATED LIQUID AEROSOLS BREAI(THR
RESISTANCE

r;
\x
U

{
6'c

esting methods: the resistance to aerosols breakthrough evaluation was realized by
method. The test was realized by using a couple of paraffin oil aerosols
with 0,02-0,04 pm dimension, at a 85...95 l/min output, ata50m{m3, using a
130 testing model stand.
ined results: The aerosols breakthrough factor was <1x104
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Subsemnatul

DUBII EMILIAN GABREL,

interpret qi traducdtor autoizat pentru Limba Englezd in
temeiul autorizaliei w. 17927 din data de 14.12.2006,
eliberatd de Ministerul Justiliei din Romdnia, certific
exactitatea traducerii efectuate din limba englezl in
limba romdnl, ci textul ptezentat a fost tradus complet,

I, the undersigned, DUBIf EMILIAN
GABREL, sworn interpreter and translator for English
Language by the Authorisation no.17927 of December
146 2006, issued by the Romanian Ministry of Justice,
certifi the exactness ofthis translation from English into
Romaniaq that the presented text has been completely
translated, with no ellipsis, and that, by translation, the
document suffered no falsification of the content and
meaning.
The document whose translation is solicited

intregime/in extras.
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potrivit cererii scrise
plstratein arhiva

to me completely/ in excerpt.
The translation of the document has a
number of....V....pages and was performed according to
nder the no.

subsemnatului.
S-a incasat onorariulSfe

bon fiscal/ ordin de platd
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DE LEGALTzARE A sEMNITURTI

activitifi notariale w. 361 1995, legalizez semnitura de
mai sus, aparlinind lui DUBII EMILIAII GABRIEL,
interpret gi traducEtor autoizat,inbaza specimenului de
semnlgrl depus la biroul notarial, de pe
cele.
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INTERPRET $I TRADUCi,TOR AUT

Licen[I de func{i
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46.Lrci,cu

exemplare ale inscrisului, care are ca parte

integrantd o copie a actului tradus.

inscrisul a cirui traducere se solicit[ este un

ground ofthe art.12,
'J" of the notaries public and
notarial activity no.3611995, certify the above signature

of

DUBIf EMILIAN GABRIEL,

sworn interpreter

and translator, based on the sample signature deposed to

the Notary Offrce, of .the

.l*.document original copies,

which has as integral part a copy ofthe translated
documents.
The document whose translation is solicited

